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D. I. S. C. Scoring System
Drive and Athleticism - Judges look at the athletic ability of the canine competitor with special consideration for the dog's level of prey drive, speed, stamina, tracking skills, leaping
ability, and control while in the air and during landings. Canines should show consistency while catching discs with varying spins and orientations over a range of distances.
Ingenuity - Judges look at the creativity, athleticism and throwing ability of the human half of the team with special consideration for the consistent placement of discs, and ability to
deliver a variety of difficult throws. Successful completions are an important part of this category, but emphasis is placed on innovation and variety, not execution and repetition.
Sequences and Flow - Judges look at how the team works together to present a routine that flows naturally from trick to trick and transitions smoothly between sequences. Individual
sequences should be composed of tricks that logically flow together, and competitors should pay close attention to proper disc management when linking sequences to form a routine.
Solitary tricks that are not part of an obvious sequence are given consideration for their contribution to the flow of the routine as a whole. Teams are not penalized for taking time to set
up tricks properly provided the overall momentum of the routine is not compromised.
Comprehensive - Judges score the general impression of the routine as a whole with special consideration for showmanship, presentation, energy, and overall crowd appeal.
Catch Ratio - A mathematically determined number that is obtained by dividing the number of completions by the number of attempts, multiplying by 10, and then rounding to the next
highest half point. For example, (22 catches)/ (30 attempts) * 10 = 7.3333, or 7.5 by rounding up to the nearest half point. This score is only used for reference and tie-breaking.
Deduction - Judges have the option of deducting up to 5 points from a competitor's routine for violations of the UFO guidelines regarding canine welfare. The final deduction value is
determined by averaging each judge's recommended deduction.

Comments for the Competitor

